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In Search of the Greeks 2008-05-16 offers an introduction to the societies of classical greece this book

introduces six key areas of ancient greece greek religion the olympic games athenian drama athenian

society athenian democracy and sparta it reflects on some of the social political and cultural issues of

classical greece

The Rise Of The Greeks 2012-02-16 a fascinating and detailed guide to ancient greece michael grant looks

at the policies and government of the hundreds of independent city states and at the everyday life of the

citizens with fluency and scholarships he shows how the brilliance of the ancient greeks civilization was by

no means limited to the golden age of its classical fifth century but its early period was remarkable too for

500 years the greek city states achieved a civilisation which has been an inspiration and an ideal ever

since

The Greeks 2021-11-02 monumental a wonderful book peter frankopan magisterial remarkable guardian

erudite and highly readable an authoritative guide to the countless ways in which greek words and ideas

have shaped the modern world financial timesthe greeks is a story which takes us from the archaeological

treasures of the bronze age aegean and myths of gods and heroes to the politics of the european union

today it is a story of inventions such as the alphabet philosophy and science but also of reinvention of

cultures which merged and multiplied and adapted to catastrophic change it is the epic revelatory history

of the greek speaking people and their global impact told as never before

The Greeks 2017 most ancient cultures disappeared with scarcely a trace their effect upon our modern

way of life of little consequence the greeks however continue to influence contemporary man through their

drama philosophy and art their political cognizance and knowledge of science there are many books

introducing the greek world to the modern reader but this volume was recognized as a classic in the field

upon its publication by penguin books it now appears in a new paperback edition with a new preface by

the author and 32 pages of photographs selected especially for the american reader the greeks introduces

us to the people who formed and founded a new and distinct way of life the democratic city state the

author presents frequently in the words of the greeks themselves the formation of the people as a nation

the nature of the country the impact of homer and the rise and decline of the city state the book includes

an intensive study of the classical period and provides an illuminating view of the greek mind myths and

religion life and character the greeks is a recognized classic written with remarkable grace and wit in its

new richly illustrated and permanent form it will endure as perhaps the best reconstruction of one of the

greatest episodes in the history of civilized man h d f kitto 1897 1982 was professor of greek at the

university of bristol and is well known as a scholar teacher and writer in his field he wrote several books

on greek drama and his in the mountains of greece resulted from extensive travel throughout the country

provided by publisher

The Greece of the Greeks 1845 describes aspects of life in ancient greece including the theater

government religion and domestic life also presents a portrait of life in athens

The Greeks 1974 this survey of ancient greece introduces students to the myths of icarus and oedipus as

well as historical figures like socrates and alexander the great in the story of the greeks historian and

mythologist h a guerber presents an engaging overview of ancient greek life from the earliest inhabitants

of the greek peninsula to its eventual conquest by rome written specifically for students guerber focuses
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her narrative on significant individuals and the roles they played in history she also covers important greek

myths and the meanings they had for the people of the time from mythical origin stories to the founding

and development of greek city states guerber tells of the peloponnesian war and spartan military

domination the great athenian philosophers socrates and plato the rise of macedon under philip and his

son alexander the great ancient greek drama the olympic games the colossus of rhodes and much more

Greece and the Greeks of the Present Day 1855 the greeks has provided a concise yet wide ranging

introduction to the culture of ancient greece since its first publication in this expanded second edition the

best selling volume offers a lucid survey that covers all the key elements of ancient greek civilization from

the age of homer to the hellenistic period provides detailed discussions of the main trends in literature and

drama philosophy art and architecture with generous reference to original sources places ancient greek

culture firmly in its political social and historical context includes a new chapter on religion and social life

text the greeks now contains more illustrations a chronological chart maps and suggestions for further

reading as well as a new glossary the greeks is an indispensable introduction for all students of classics

and an invaluable guide for students of other disciplines who require a grounding in greek civilization

The Story of the Greeks 1896 originally published in 1901 this book was intended as a history of the

greeks and an outline of the continuing influence of ancient greek culture

The Story of the Greeks 2020-05-12 what do we mean when we speak of ancient greeks a person from

the archaic period the war hero celebrated by homer or the fourth century political animal described by

aristotle in this book leading scholars show what it meant to be greek during the classical period of greek

civilization the greeks offers the most complete portraits available of typical greek personages from athens

to sparta arcadia thessaly and epirus to the city states of asia minor to the colonies of the black sea

southern italy and sicily looking at the citizen the religious believer the soldier the servant the peasant and

others they show what in the greek relationships with the divine with nature with others and with the self

made him different in his ways of acting thinking and feeling the contributors to this volume are jean pierre

vernant claude mosse yvon garlan giuseppe cambiano luciano canfora james redfield charles segal oswyn

murray mario vegetti and philippe borgeaud

The Greeks 2012-11-12 originally published in germany fifty years ago the gods of the greeks has

remained an enduring work influential scholar erika simon was one of the first to emphasize the

importance of analyzing visual culture alongside literature to better understand how ancient greeks

perceived their gods giving due consideration to cult ritual and the phenomenon of genealogical

relationships between mortals and immortals this pioneering volume remains one of the few to approach

the greek gods from an archaeological perspective from zeus to hermes each of the major deities is

considered in turn with simon s insights on their nature and attributes guiding the reader to a fuller

understanding of how their followers perceived and worshipped them in the ancient world this careful and

fluid translation finally makes simon s landmark edition accessible to english language readers with an

abundance of beautiful illustrations the book examines portrayals of the thirteen major gods in art over the

course of two millennia scholars who study the lives and practices of those living in ancient greece will

value this newest contribution

The Way of the Greeks 1971 this book provides an original and challenging answer to the question who
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were the classical greeks paul cartledge one of the most theoretically alert widely read and prolific of

contemporary ancient historians tls here examines the greeks and their achievements in terms of their

own self image mainly as it was presented by the supposedly objective historians herodotus thucydides

and xenophon many of our modern concepts as we understand them were invented by the greeks for

example democracy theatre philosophy and history yet despite being our cultural ancestors in many ways

their legacy remains rooted in myth and the mental and material contexts of many of their achievements

are deeply alien to our own ways of thinking and acting the greeks aims to explore in depth how the

dominant group adult male citizen attempted with limited success to define themselves unambiguously in

polar opposition to a whole series of others non greeks women non citizens slaves and gods this new

edition contains an updated bibliography a new chapter entitled entr acte others in images and images of

others and a new afterword

A Short History of the Greeks 2013-07-04 reconstructs the mythological histories of the divinities and the

origin and destiny of mankind from ancient writings and artifacts

Manners and Customs of the Greeks 1849 discusses the everyday life of the gods of the iliad including

what their bodies were made of how they received nourishment their social life on olympus and among

humans and their loves festivities and disputes

The Greeks 1995-05 this fully revised new edition of the greeks is a concise but wide ranging introduction

to the culture of ancient greece providing a comprehensive survey that covers all the key elements of

ancient greek civilization from the age of homer to the hellenistic period it opens with an overview of

ancient historical sources and their authors and perspectives before delving into early history legends and

excavations and the famed age of classical greece chapters follow on politics religion daily life literature

philosophy and art and architecture with a concluding chapter on the greek world following the death of

alexander the great and during the roman era this new edition features greater discussion of

underrepresented groups especially women and slaves a chapter on ancient politics that provides a

comparison of an ancient aristocracy democracy and monarchy in sparta athens and macedon new and

revised images all now with detailed captions to merge the artifacts and texts more fully and bring the

narrative to life for every reader new translations of all ancient passages revised for accuracy and clarity

clearly written with generous references to original source material the greeks places ancient greek culture

firmly in its political social and historical context the fourth edition of the greeks remains an invaluable

introduction for all students of classics and an indispensable guide for students of other disciplines who

require grounding in ancient greek civilization and history

The Gods of the Greeks 2021-02-09 ancient greek history is full of fascinating events and adventures with

the refined culture and many gods of olden greece a highlight this history aimed at younger readers

summarizes the great civilization experienced historian and author helene guerber tells her history as a

series of short and poignant stories we hear of the founding of early cities such as athens and thebes and

the famous myths that would gradually grow to form the pantheon of greek gods and legends the artistic

and cultural styles introduced by ancient greek artisans and craftsmen the pioneering philosophies of plato

and socrates and the settlers who colonized southern italy are all mentioned we also hear about the wars

and conflicts which were frequent in ancient greece becoming part of its literature and mythos the siege
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and conquest of troy the peloponnesian war and the battles between the rival athenian city states and the

spartans are described greece was innovative in war being among the first civilizations to have organized

units such as the hoplites and companion cavalry and bringing the earliest artillery to the battlefield

The Greeks 2002-10-10 a history of the ancient greek world greek religion the ancient olympic games

greek thought athenian society athenian democracy athenian drama sparta appendices greek currency

values the greek calendar greek musical instruments timeline of the archaic and classical periods glossary

The Gods of the Greeks 1960 in 1872 jacob burckhardt one of the preeminent historians of classical and

renaissance culture presented this revolutionary work which portrays ancient greek culture as an

aristocratic world based on a ruthless competition for honor a competition that led in turn to a tyranous

state with minimal personal freedoms burckhardt s landmark project the culmination of thirty years of

scholarlship by leading oxford historian oswyn murray offers a rich cultural history of a fascinating society

The Daily Life of the Greek Gods 2000 charles freeman s the greek achievement traces the entire course

of ancient greek history across thousands of years from the mycenaean and minoan civilizations of the

bronze age through the archaic classical hellenistic and roman periods this brilliant account celebrates the

incredible range of greek achievement the architectural marvels of the athenian acropolis the birth of

drama and the timeless tragedies of aeschylus euripides and sophocles homer s epics the philosophical

revolutions of plato and aristotle and the conquests of alexander the great lavishly illustrated with

photographs and maps the greek achievement paints a sweeping panorama of the ancient greeks world

and provides a rich contemporary overview of their enduring contribution to world civilization

The Greeks 2024-09-12 g m a richter s monumental three volume work the portraits of the greeks was

published in 1965 and quickly became the standard reference in the field shortly before her death richter

prepared a one volume edition of that classic work which has now been revised and updated by the

oxford scholar r r r smith

The Story of the Greeks 2020-05-30 in arms and armor of the greeks a m snodgrass uses literary

archaeological and artistic evidence to piece together a picture of ancient greek armory from the

mycenaean period through the campaigns of alexander the great ancient greece was neither populous nor

rich in natural resources snodgrass explains so it is remarkable that the greeks succeeded in battle as

often as they did a new afterword written for this edition comments on recent research and discoveries in

the field

In Search of the Greeks (Second Edition) 2015-12-03 a well grounded study of the greek contribution to

law

The Greeks and Greek Civilization 1999-10-21 myths of the greeks and romans is an essential guide to

ancient literature the myths told by the greeks and romans are as important as their history for our

understanding of what they believed thought and felt and of what they expressed in writing and visual art

mythology was inextricably interwoven with the entire fabric of their public and private lives this book

discusses not only the purely fictional myths fairy tales and folk tales but the sagas and legends which

have some historical grounding this is not a dictionary of stories rather a personal selection of the most

important and memorable michael grant re tells these marvellous tales and then explores the different

ways in which they have appeared throughout literature it is an inspiring study filled with quotations from
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literary sources which gives the reader a fascinating exposition of ancient culture as well as an

understanding of how vital the classical world has been in shaping the western culture of today

The Greeks 2012-10-01 they gave us democracy philosophy poetry rational science the joke they built the

parthenon and the library of alexandria they wrote the timeless myths of odysseus and oedipus and the

histories of leonidas s three hundred spartans and alexander the great but who were the ancient greeks

and what was it that enabled them to achieve so much here edith hall gives us a revelatory way of

viewing this geographically scattered people visiting different communities at various key moments during

twenty centuries of ancient history identifying ten unique traits central to the widespread ancient greeks

hall unveils a civilization of incomparable richness and a people of astounding complexity and explains

how they made us who we are today a thoroughly readable and illuminating account of this fascinating

people this excellent book makes us admire and like the ancient greeks equally independent a worthy and

lively introduction to one of the two groups of ancient peoples who really formed the western world sunday

times throughout hall exemplifies her subjects spirit of inquiry their originality and their open mindedness

daily telegraph a book that is both erudite and splendidly entertaining financial times

Gods and Heroes of the Greeks 1976 the human race is all too pre disposed to think in terms of us and

them europeans have always laid claim to the ancient greeks they are our greeks our ancestors but their

legacy reaches further than we could ever imagine their influence stretches from the japanese to the

cossacks from ancient rome to indonesia in this path breaking new volume the great french historian

marcel detienne focuses on eurocentric approaches which have trumpeted the greeks and their

democratic practices as our ancestors and the superiority of the western tradition to which they gave rise

he argues that such approaches can be seen as narrow minded and often covertly nationalistic detienne

advocates what he calls comparative anthropology which sets out to illuminate the comparisons and

contrasts between the beliefs practices and institutions of different ancient and modern societies detienne

aims to put the greeks in perspective among other civilisations and also to look afresh at questions of

political structure literacy nationhood intellect and mythology the work of marcel detienne has made an

enormous impact on our thinking about the greeks in areas such as rationality literacy and mythology and

in this new volume he challenges once again our conception of the greeks and their impact on the

modern world

The Greek Achievement 2000-09-01 this book provides a comprehensive overview of the ancient greek

art including sculpture painting and architecture the author examines the influence of greek art not only on

its contemporaries but also on the following civilizations throughout history with a wide range of

illustrations accompanying the text this book will be of interest to art lovers and students alike this work

has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of

civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly

other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual

or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is

important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate

your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this

knowledge alive and relevant
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The Portraits of the Greeks 1984 the understanding of the soul in the west has been profoundly shaped

by christianity and its influence can be seen in certain assumptions often made about the soul that for

example if it does exist it is separable from the body free immortal and potentially pure the ancient greeks

however conceived of the soul quite differently in this ambitious new work michael davis analyzes works

by homer herodotus euripides plato and aristotle to reveal how the ancient greeks portrayed and

understood what he calls the fully human soul beginning with homer s iliad davis lays out the tension

within the soul of achilles between immortality and life he then turns to aristotle s de anima and

nicomachean ethics to explore the consequences of the problem of achilles across the whole range of the

soul s activity moving to herodotus and euripides davis considers the former s portrayal of the two

extremes of culture one rooted in stability and tradition the other in freedom and motion and explores how

they mark the limits of character davis then shows how helen and iphigeneia among the taurians serve to

provide dramatic examples of herodotus s extreme cultures and their consequences for the soul the book

returns to philosophy in the final part plumbing several platonic dialogues the republic cleitophon

hipparchus phaedrus euthyphro and symposium to understand the soul s imperfection in relation to law

justice tyranny eros the gods and philosophy itself davis concludes with plato s presentation of the soul of

socrates as self aware and nontragic even if it is necessarily alienated and divided against itself the soul

of the greeks thus begins with the imperfect soul as it is manifested in achilles heroic but tragic longing

and concludes with its nontragic and fuller philosophic expression in the soul of socrates but far from

being a historical survey it is instead a brilliant meditation on what lies at the heart of being human

Arms and Armor of the Greeks 1999 in this philosophy classic which was first published in 1951 e r dodds

takes on the traditional view of greek culture as a triumph of rationalism using the analytical tools of

modern anthropology and psychology dodds asks why should we attribute to the ancient greeks an

immunity from primitive modes of thought which we do not find in any society open to our direct

observation praised by reviewers as an event in modern greek scholarship and a book which it would be

difficult to over praise the greeks and the irrational was volume 25 of the sather classical lectures series
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